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MARSHALL

PARTHENON
Statement
supplement
to~ hasty,
- senate says

Picking up yardage

By Brad McElhlnny

Reporter--------

Faculty Senate approved a
supplement to the university
mission statement Thursday, but
deleted a portion that outlined
the university's areas of emphasis in instruction, research and
service.
Faculty said they were conceme.d the section had been put
together hastily, without adequate consideration.
"I'm worried about what kind
of commitment we're making
without any serious discussion,"
Dr. Bertram Gross, professor of
speech, told the senate. "I'm
really troubled by what we're
doing to ourselves ifwe pass this
today."
Although the University of
West Virginia Board ofTrustees
has already received the statement, Chancellor Charles Manning said Tuesday the board
would accept changes.
A thorough study of university
emphasis was made impossible
by the strict deadline set by the
board, said Dr. W. Blaker Bolling,
chairman of the budget and
appropriations committee which
drafted the statement.
Bolling said his committee sent
the statementby facsimile to beat
its May deadline.
However, Bolling told the senate his committee tried to represent all areas of the university.
Moreover, he said it deliberately
had labeled the statement a
•draft" so the trustees would ·
know it could be changed.
-We did the best job we could at
the time," he said. "But we did it
with senate discussion in the fall
in mind and with the idea that
President Gilley would also bring
ideas."
·
Bolling also said the trustees
originally had asked for a report
on -Points of Excellence," but he
said his committee followed West
Virginia University's lead by
changing the section to"Areas of
Current Emphasis."
The first. title, he said, "was
viewed as very divisive, sort of a
political hot-potato."
However, faculty members still
were not satisfied with the section. Some said liberal arts and
business programs, among others, wer:en't represented ade-

Fullback Anthony Elby, Hershey, Pa., senior, rushed for
28 yards on seven carries
and scored a touchdown in
Marshall's 46 - O win over
Brown OfJ Saturday. The
Herd will spend the next
three weeks on the road.
See related story, Page 10.
Phclo by Jim LeFew

President looks for budget fix
EDITOR'S NOTE: EdHor Jim Stc,wers and Associate Editor Kevin D.
~lroaemetwHh PresldentJ. Wad•
GIiiey on Friday to discuss the
university's budget crisis. This Is
th• first of two lnstall'1'1• nts from
that Interview.

Melrose: Why are you moving
offices?
Gilley: Well, first I decided I
needed to consolidate. We had
one presidential assistant, well,
two on the third floor, and each

one ofthem had a secretary. And
·I began to look around at how I
'wanted to organize the office. I
thought I could really do with
three presidential assistants, and
that can be reduced by one and I
thoughti could reduce-at least
in my analysis - two clerical
position. But to do that I had to
have all ofus together some way.
And so I had an architect come in
to look at this to see if some
renovation - modest renovations that was inexpensive -

could be done. And it didn't go. So
the facilities people said there
was a space on the second floor
that was nice. It had been renovated for purchasing. It didn't
have walnut paneling but we
think you could tit into it. We
went up and looked at it and
decided based on how we wanted
to organize so we could get the
job done and reduce the staff, we
could fit into that space.

tion of staff or is it a reshuffling?
Because, like Lynn Mayer and
others are just going to other
departments, right?

Melrose: Is this really a reduc-

See GILLEY, Page 6

Gilley: They are filling vacancies I have frozen. See, when I
said I froze them, I did just want
to freeze everything like it was,
but I wanted to handle that in
such a way, we could reset the
priorities of the university. And

No bids, no bonds for $50· million request
By David Classing .

Library, which consists of

Reporter-------- 106,000 square feet, needs an

1\farshall is asking for $50 million it knows is not available.
The budget request for fiscal
year ·1992-93 asks for $50 million for capital construction, but
there is no money available for
capital construction and there
are no plans for another bond
issue.
"However," the request states,
"it is important to keep the Board
of Trustees aware of our capital
needs in the coming years."
According to the request, submitted to the Board of Trustees
See STATEMl;NT, Page 2 in August, the James E. Morrow

additional 130,000 square feet
so it will meet the university's
growing student population.
The current facility serves a
campus the size of 7,500 students; Marshall has a current
population of more than 12,000
students.
The estimated cost of the addition is $15 million.
Phase II ofthe tine arts facility
contains 61,500 square feet of'
classrooms, laboratories, studios,
and offices, a more than 800-seat
concert hall, a lecture hall and
the College ofFine Arts administrative offices at an estimated

$13 million.
The university's master plan
recommends a 900 space parking garage to be built. The $10
million project .will be built near
the Area T parking lots. The
budget request states it is possible some debt could be supported by student and parking
·fees.

The School of Nursing, which
now occupies space in Prichard
Hall, would have a 20,500 square
· feet building located south of
Fifth Avenue. Estimated cost of
the project is $3 million.
. Other construction requests
includes $5 million for Northcott
Hall renovation; _a new autism-

communication disorders building to be located between Fifth
and Sixth avenues, for $4 million; plus a $4 million multipurpose shell building which has
been placed on the master plan
to meet the needs of the health
and physical education programs. .
Although the estimated cost of
construction is about $50 million, it is unlikely that everything asked for will be built any
time soon.
Herb Karlet, vice president for
finance, said the budget request
is like a Christmas list. "You ask
for·everything, but you know you
will only get some ofit."
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.· By Tracy A. Gwinn .

Reporter--------

I see it as a positive move
for both the College of
meets laterthis month, plans Science and the computer
are underway to move the De• science department.

'Oltlll~e;; arid Although it will not be made of•
were on > ficial until the Faculty Senate
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Dr. Robert P. Alexander, dean
of the college of business, also
felt the move would be a beneficial one. "This should improve
our chances for accreditation,"
he said. "It is hard to have a
strong computer science program
when 24 hours or more are in
College ofBusiness core subjects.
From a quality standpoint the
strength is that the computer
science majors will be able to
take more science courses."
Not all of the computer majors
will be transferring, however.

STUDENTS
WANTED!

Getting it straight
A story in Wednesday's Parthenon misidentified the director of
the Children from Alcoholic
Homes program. The director is
Sharla Meade. The story also
incorrectly stated that the program operates as a part of the
Women's Center. Interested students need to contact Meade at

Unity and understanding between individuals and group&
will be emphasized at 'A Gathering of Women' Tuesday at 11
a.m. in the Shawkey Room of
Memorial Student Center.
Outstandingfacuity, staff', and
community members who have
positively influenced lives will
be honored.
Each honoree "works with
women in different ways and
works tirelessly to change lives,"
Donnalee Cockrille, coordinator
of women's programs said.

The World Wrestling Federation [WWF] invades Huntington
with an evening of head butts
and body slams tonight at 7 p.m.
The Civic Center will be home
to camera crews during the national television taping. Over 50
WWF superstars will provide the
entertainment for the evening.
Some ofthe matches include Sid ·
Justice vs. Jake 'The Snake"
Roberts, Rowdy Roddy Piper vs.
RicFlair,andHacksawJimDuggan vs. The Undertaker.
In other action, 'The Battle for
the Million Dollar Belt' will fea-

night. "Thirsty Thursday'' - all ladies with

I

830 10th St.
'Top 40 & Classic
Rock&RoUH

give women a connection with
SOII\.eone they know, and a place
to go with questions," she said.
She said she hoped the
Women's Center would be used
by women new to the university
as a referral service.
'The Women's Center has the
unique opportunity to be a connecting force between faculty,
students and the community,"
Cockrille said.
A performance by the
Montclaire String Quartet. cosponsored by the Department of
Music, will open the program.

Women's Commission, will speak
on people of all backgrounds
working for justice and equality
and the necessity ofdeveloping a
community atmosphere with all
kinds of ~pie.
"It's important to recognize
those who have served as role
models'"for students and coworkers and have shown a commitment to equality, Worthy said.
'A Gathering ofWomen' is open
to the public and all activities
are free.
A reception will follow the program.

Wrestlers to square off at downtown tonight

MONDAY - Monday Night Football Big
Screen 1V, Pitcher, Pizza - $6.50
TUESDAY - $2.00 Pitchers
WEDNESDAY - Ladies Night FREE Specials
8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
THURSDAY - 2 for 1 for EVERYONE all

EARN UP ro
$10/HR.

Adrienne Worthy, executive

Reporter - - - - - - - - also will be introduced. "This will director of the West Virginia

quately.
.
"fm afraid the rush to satisfy
the Board ofTrustees has locked
us into something," said Dr.
Elaine Baker, professor of psychology. 'The process for making
these decisions is as important
as who makes them."
Dr. Christopher Dolmetsch,
professor of modem languages,
said labeling departments •excellent" doesn't make them so.
He said the departments make
decisions that control their own
quality.
"We make our own good programs,"he said. "We don't decide
them beforehand; we let the
people inside the department
make a good program."

696-3315.

New faculty and staff wome.1

By Tracy Mallett

From Page 1

MOUNDSVILLE - An Ohio
man was killed Monday in an accident at a coal mine in Marshall
County, officials said.
John William Lemley, 41, of
Neff's, Ohio, was dead on arrival
at a Glendale hospital after the
accident at the Ireland Coal
Mine, said Paul Kvederis, spokesman for Consolidation Coal Co.,
which owns the mine.
There were no other injuries
at the mine three miles southeast of Moundsville, Kvederis
said.
Lemley was on a crew that
placed ceiling supports as equipment cut coal from a wall, Kvederis said.
He apparently was crushed
between a ceiling support and a
conveyor belt about 3:30 p.m.,
said Bart Lay, director of mine
safety for the state Division of
Energy.
No further details were immediately available.
The fatality was the 16th in
West Virginia's mines this year,
Lay said.

CALL 1-800-950-8472 ext.20

•

Dr. E.S. Hanrahan
College of Science Dean

STATEMENT- Meeting promotes understanding

Ohio man killed
in Marshall Co.
mine accident

Make your own hours, make
excellent money marketing
credit cards on your campus.

partment of Computer Sciences
from the College of Business.
Under the new plan the depart•
ment would be moved into the
College of Science, and no major
curriculum changes are planned.
Students currently enrolled as
computer science majors will still
graduate from COB since they
were admitted under the 1991
catalog or before.
The Dean of the College of
Science welcomes the move.
•1 see it as a positive move for
both the College of Science and
the computer science depart·
ment," Dr. E.S Hanrahan said.
"It is a chance for our students to
work more closely with computer
science faculty and students."

The computer informational
systems majors will be staying
in the COB. 'The major is commonly called a management informational systems degree,"
Alexander said.
It is not known if the move will
be physical. If it is not, Hanrahan said that he sees, •no major
problems" with department offices remaining in Corbly Hall.
"Math is in Smith Hall and
Engineering is in Northcott
Hall," he said.
Also to be determined is the
fate of computer lab equipment
currently housed in Corbly Hall.
•1 presume that the equipment
goeswiththem(thedepartment),
but there are many details to
workoutandbeclarified,"Hanrahan said.
"The computers are owned by
the College of Business. Most of
the equipment was secured by
grants from the dean's office,"
Alexander said.

MU ID will drtnk for free -- 8 'till late!
MU Guys - 2.00 pitchers.
FRIDAY a SA1tJRDAY - Ladies Night FREE

Specials 8-11.

·

Proper ID required• Must be 19 to enter

ture Virgil vs. Million Dollar Man
Ted Dibiase. Dibiase's manager
Sensational Sherri will be on
hand for the event. The WWF
Intercontinental Title Match will
pair up Bret "Hitman" Hart vs.
The Warlord. The WWF Tag
Team Title Match will pit the

Legion ofDoom againstthe N atural Disasters. All matches are
subject to change.
WWF can be seen on local television on WVAH Channel 11,
Saturdays at 5 p.m., and on
WCHS Channel 8 , Saturdays at
2 p.m and Sundays at 12:30 a.m.

r.-======================;;;;.i

·
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HAIR&NAILDESIGN

P erm S a l e

Redken Perms

1112 4th Avenue
697-HAIR (697-4247>
M-F 9-7, Sat. 9-6

........,. .,..
•.•
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Congratulation, Loui-..e lla_\\\ol'th \\inrwrof l:i FIU-:E
tannin• ,t·-..,ion-..!
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Weapons inspectors arrive in Bahrain;
new team to track down missiles today

DENNIS, Mass.

16 whales beached
near Cape Cod, 4 die
A pod of 16 pilot whales ran
aground on a Cape Cod beach Monday morning, and rescuers said four
of them died.
The whales may be from the same
group of 18 beached animals that
were saved from near certain death
Sunday offFisher beach in Truro, 27
miles away by land, said Charles
Mayo, a whale specialist at the Center
for Coastal Studies.
The latest beachings occurred
about8:30 a .m. at Cold Storage Beach
east of Sesuit Harbor.

OTTAWA

Federal workers strike
against wage freeze
Federal workers returned to the
picket lines Monday to resume a

countrywide strike that has disrup~d airports and border crossings.
Daryl Bean, president of the
156,000-member Public Service Alliance ofCanada, said the union will
try to minimize public disruptions.
But he also promised to ««maintain
an effective strike."

BELGRADE, Yugoslavia

Army heads toward
seccesionist Croatia
The Serb-dominated Yugoslav
army Monday sent more troops and ·
scores oftanks and armored vehicles
toward secessionist Croatia, where
breaches of the weeklong cease-fire
were reported.
One army convoy made up ofmore
than 100 vehicles was seen passing
through Belgrade.
More than 600 people have died
since fighting began June25.

MANAMA, Bahrain (AP) - U.N.
weapons inspectors involved in a five-day
standoff with Iraqi officials arrived in
Bahrain Monday
carrying documents
showing for the first
·•
time that Iraq was
studying deton ators
for nuclear warheads, an official
said.
David Kyd, chief
spokesman for the
United Nations' International Atomic Energy Agency in
Vienna, Austria, also said the team managed to sneak some of the documents out
of Iraq before they left Monday. There
were reports that the trapped team used

a satellite telephone to transmit facsimilies of the papers.
David Kay, an American nuclear expert who headed the inspection team,
declined tocommenton Kyd's statements.
He said he wanted to await a detailed
study of the documents seized by his
team last week.
"I think we collected a lot of valuable
information" on Iraq's secret nuclear program, he said at a news conference a few
hours after returning from Baghdad. "You
cannot help but be impressed by the sophistication of it."
Kyd said evidence in the documents
refuted Iraq's claims that it had no interest in developing nuclear weapons.
"We found for the first time evidence,
during the Monday search, oflraqi inter-

est in a detonation system for a nuclear device, which they had hitherto
steadfastly denied," Kyd said. "They
had said they were not interested in
transformingtheirnuclear know-how
into a weapons capability."
U .N. officials have said the papers
discovered by the team last week
also identified foreign companies that
supplied Iraq's secret nuclear program.
The officials declined to name any
of the companies, and Kyd said he
had no idea how many foreign firms
were named in the documents.
Another inspection team is scheduled to go to Baghdad on Tuesday to
track down Iraqi missiles and missile launchers.

Kerrey joins presidential race
LINCOLN,Neb.(AP)-NebraskaSen.
Bob Kerrey entered the 1992 presidential
Also in the race are Massachu·
race today offeringhimselfas a bold leader
setts
Sen. Paul Tsongas, Virginia
eager to reverse a decade of economic
decline.
Gov. L. Douglas Wilder and Iowa
The 48-year-old Vietnam War hero
turned protester said the hopes of his Sen. Tom Harkin.
generation had been
dashed in the 1980s
by shortsighted lead- Paul Tsongas, Virginia Gov. L. Douglas
ers worried more Wilder and Iowa Sen. Torn Harkin in the
about re-election Democratic field, with Arkansas Gov. Bill
· than the problems Clinton expected to join Thursday.
facing the nation.
Kerrey is kicking offhis campaign with
"I am runningfor a 12-day swing that includes stops in
president because Colorado, Iowa, South Dakota and IlliAmerica urgently nois in the next four days and a week in
needs better, bolder leadership that will New Hampshire, which hosts the first
build for greatness again," Kerrey said at Democratic presidential primary next
a morning rally in the shadow ofthe state February.
Capitol where he served as governor from
All of the Democrats are positioning
1983-1987.
themselves as outsiders ready to bring an
"In our hearts, we all know that the unconventional approach to Washington,
unchecked selfishness and greed that and Kerrey used his announcement
dominated the policies of the '80s has speech to urge his generation to step
taken its toll on the nation," Kerrey told a forward and claim the mantle of change.
cheering crowd ofseveral thousand. "Our
Kerrey portrayed himself as the best
enthusiasm for the dream and our will- man to shake the Democratic Party from
ingness to believe has been cooled by its lethargy and make it once again "the
leaders who have betrayed our trust."
party that reached out to those bent low
Kerreyjoinsformer Massachusetts Sen. and raised our sights to the moon."

•

D.B.A.
TYflNG .t RESU.,E
SERYIOlS

The Word Shop
1632 Tfflllon Plaoo

1501 3rd Avenue
Huntington, WV 25701
A HUNTINGTON COMPANY

TWO FOR TUESDAY
Tuesday 9-17-91
5pmto9pm
Buy any Super Sub or Large Salad at
regular price and get a Super Sub or Large
Salad of equal or lesser value FRBE!
Dine in or carry out only.
Not valid with any other offer.

IT B [OMING !

522-WORD

1

Jf USI a7 MORE IJAYS

-9KUPIDS9a
FAU INTO FRIENDSHIP ROMANCE
with a little help form Kupld. Meet
compatible singles who enjoy the
outdoors. football games. concerts.
movies and fine cining. All ages.
Christians and nondrinkers. too!
students. medical personnel.
teachers. engineers. Why try Kuplds?
'My mother and step-father met this
way: expalns one new member.
FREE NEWSLETTER. 525-3837 or PO Box
362. Htgn .. WV 25708.

OPINION
Tough times call
for catalog cuts
"Without a plan for completion,
itjust won't happen.•
Robert Half
In the end, it's just a question of numbers.
The deficit has forced the administration
to re-examine the university's priorities and
its commitment to undergraduate studies.
The school offers a variety of bachelor's
degree programs, but the budget shortfall
has shown us that we may be trying to
stretch our dollar too far.
In the past five years, the Department of
Physics and Physical Science awarded 13
bachelor's degrees in physical science ~d
six in physics. During that same period,
three students received bachelor's degrees
in botany.
Do the numbers justify the existence of
these programs while the College of Education awarded 590 degrees in elementary
education during that time?
In the Department of Criminal Justice,
the law enforcement and the corrections
programs have yielded a total of six
bachelor's degrees in the past five years. No
corrections degrees have been awarded
since the 1986-8'7 school year.
During the same period, there were 446
bachelor's degrees in management and 429
degrees from the Regent's Bachelor of Arts
Program.
Should these massive programs suffer
while the university continues to support
programs which may or may not graduate a
sing1e person in a given year?
The 1990-91 undergraduate catalog states
there is a local and nationwide demand for
cytotechnologists, but the program has
awarded nine bachelor's degrees in the past
five years.
While it may be a good selling point to
advertise a wide-range of programs, it
simply is not realistic to believe Marshall
can support the dead weight of over-diversification.
It's time to let go of the deadwood.
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Abortion letter was
personal attack
To the Editor:
I knew someone would respond to
my and my husband's letter, abortion is such an explosive topic. I did
not consider, though, responding to
an outcry I may receive.
Everyone has a God-given right to
their own opinion. However, I only
had to get halfway through Mickey
Swann's letter before I had paper
and pen out.
Mr. Swann stated, "It's obvious,
Ms. Dial, that you never remotely
considered the enormous_task of
raising a child." I hope someone lets
my ~ree-year old son know this, he
may want to back out ofhis contracL
You never even "remotely considered" that I may be a 21-year-old
mother did you, Mr. Swann? Perhaps you did not ask enough questions before you personally attacked
me by calling me a hypocrite.
Yes, Mr. Swann, I was once upon a
time faced with that very decision
myself. I was a single, pregnant teenager who was scared to death. However, I had read too much to think
that I would not be murdering my
child if I had an abortion.
I had my child, worked, and attended school full time. I accepted no
government aid, so you'll be happy to
know that your taxes did not help

this woman. Yes, Mr. Swann, my
"parasitic" son and I are doing just
fine. I am now married, and consider
myself very fortunate to have found
a man who considers himself our
son's real father, as he is.
Speaking of my husband, why did
you neglect t~ mention him all the
way through your letter, Mr. Swann?
Do you think that only women can be
"as opinionated as ... ignorant"?
Yours was a disgusting letter that
would make an English student's
stomach tum. You stooped to namecalling (I refer to •aging, alcoholic
swine"). You contradicted yourself
by stating that you are "unsure" of
your beliefs when it is obvious you
are unsure about no topic, whether
you know anything about it, and you
prove that you know nothing about
what this "country stands for" by
stating that my beliefs are a waste of
time, it's called freedom of speech,
Mr. Swann. Look it up.
I hope you did not think you could
attack me as a human being and not
see me fight back. I also hope you run
into someone who knows me sometime and they feel.you should meet
me. In fact, here's an open invitation
to my home, Mr. Swann. Look us up,
I'd love to show you how a 21-yearold child runs a household, loves and
cares for a three-year-old, takes 16
hours at Marshall, works parttime
and has been happily married for
two months now.

You have a great deal to learn, Mr.
Swann, about female college students
- we aren't always what we appear
t.o be. Good luck. I hope you are never
faced with obstacles such as mine.
But, ifyou are, I pray that you handle
them as a responsible, mature adult.

LaraK.Dial
Huntington junior

Quarterback was
offered grant-in-aid
To the Editor:
An article recently appeared in The
Parthenon concerning Scott Woods,
a etuarterback whose grant-in-aid
was not renewed last spring.
I would like to set the record
straight on this matter. Mr. Woods
appealed the · non-renewal of his
grant-in-aid and his appeal was
heard by the Financial Aid Advisory
Council on July 10. The Financial
Aid Advisory Council voted unanimously to uphold the appeal and to
reinstate Mr. Woods' grant-in-aid for
the 1991-92 year.
Al~ough Mr. Woods was then
awarded an athletic grant, he chose
to transfer to another institution.

Dr. Donna Spindel
Chairwoman,
Financial Aid Advisory Council
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For some commuters
travel is ·in the cards

MAKE
THE

By Missy Rake
Staff Writer - - - - - - -

''

HAIRCUT
ONLY

It's easy to malle the qrade at Fiesta- the affordable salon! Whether it's
a new looR or your favorite looR. you can always depend on Fiesta for
quality. service and style at affordable prices. So. qet bacR to school in
style and talle advantaqe of the smart savinqs with Fiesta!
Prollelllollal senlca by our frteadlJ 1taff Include:

Halrcul(with shampoo) .. .. .. . .. . . .... . . ....... . . . .. . . • .. . . . . . . . . $ 7."
TuUI Looi! (Includes shampoo. cut, blowdrY.,
conditioner and curlinq iron) . . . . . ..........•. ...• ... . • ... . .. ... . $14."

PermanenU .... .. . . . . .... . . .... . ... .. . . .. .. ... . .. ... . .... $11." & 11P
Color and Hltb11-'111DII .... ... . . ..... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •••·" & 11P

At your convenience. put Fiesta on your schedule this Fall '
There•, no appointment needed- Just 'Mlllt In! Open 7 da,1 • weelL

, - - - - - - . --7
!FREE
TANNING
SESSIONS

1

I

I
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I

with any purchase owr $11.00
)

i>sta

Har&.Ta.-,l'lQSc:llOrW

Byoppoin1men1ooly.
No n Refundable.
Not vo.lid '#ith any other offer.

I
I
I
I

Offer expire, Octoberi6.1991
. ..:J
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With a deck of cards in hand
and a pocket full of gas money,
Renee Richardson heads for the
Memorial Student Center commuter lounge, ready to lay down
a few flushes and straights between classes.
Mer driving almost an hour
and 15 minutes to school,
Richardson, a Putnam County
senior, said the lounge is a haven
for her and fellow long-distance
commuters.
"We come down here and do
nothing until our next class," she
said. "This is what we do, play
cards."
Richardson became acquainted
with other lounge regulars two
years ago when she gave up her
apartment near campus and
decided to commute 100 miles a
day, round-trip, from her parents home near Nitro.
"I couldn't afford an apartment
any more," she said. "I found out
it was cheaper to commute."
Spending about $15-20 a week
on gas, Richardson doesn't regret her decision, but said the
whole ordeal of commuting is
often a royal pain, especially
when early morning and evening
classes are part of her schedule.
Although Richardson, a political science and psychology major, scheduled classes for two days
a week last semester, she on
campus from 8 a.m.-9 p.m.

PEA llJDGI! PLAZA
5636 US lloute 60 East
(Near K-Mart)

"I had to leave around 6:15
a.m. just so I could find a parking space," she said. "This semester I'm here every day."
During long drives, homework
is sometimes an option for
Richardson.
"If there's something I really
need to do, I'll attempt to read it
going down the interstate," she
said. "Generally, I just listen to
the radio, though."
Another commuter lounger,
Cheryl Penn, Point Pleasant
sophomore, became a long-distance motorist because she despised the dorms and would
spend most ofher time at home.
Although she doesn't mind the
arrangement, she said driving
an hour to school every day adds
wear and tear to her car.
"I'm going to end up buying ·
new tires," she said. "With the
oil and gas you use it gets expensive. I'm thinking about getting
an apartment next semester."
Not only does Penn dish out
money for car repairs, but she
said she has to deal with her
worrying mother.
"I went speeding offthis morning after she warned me not to,"
she said. "She worries a lot."
Penn added that commuters
are a unique breed of college
students with not-so-common
student characteristics-patience and responsibility.
"I'm used to it (commuting),
but it's not right for everyone,"
she said.

TONIGHTI

736-9017.

Two for One Drinks!
1045 Fourth Ave., Huntington
523-9574

PICKUP

YOUR FREE

FIESTA
COUPON BOOK
TODAY!

EXCUSES DON'T SAVE LIVES.

+!!!!'!l)OES.

~c@)~-~ ,,

n,_~~

~-

$20

__,

<.)

\,

•. ,

•

,,_

~

-·~, $20

• WOO WM 00 QM mh.

P:11 PLASMA CENTER

formerly Baxter-Hyland

631 Fourth Ave.

PLUS if it has been 2 months or more since
your last donation -- bring this ad and your
MU ID for an extra $10.
Phone 529-0028 for an a

ointment.
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GILLEY--FRoM PAGE 1
obviously, this isn't going to yield large
saving in the shortrun. Itisgoingtoyield
some savings. But in the long run, it's
going ... this is beginning the process of
restructuring the university.
Melrose: With the office move we are told
that there are loud grumblings from people
not wanting to move, or it's an inconvience. Have you heard any complaints?
Gilley: I asked Herb Karlett to talk to Bill
Shondel, the purchasing director, to see if
... to discuss with him the move before we
made the final decision. Shondel said it
could be done. He met with his staff and I
was told it was a very positive meeting.,I
met individually with everybody in the
presidents office including the three people
who are significantly effected, and no one
complained. In fact everyone was very
positive. Now maybe some people looked
around at where they wanted to be and
weren't quite as comfortable as what
they're use to. They may be wishing they
could stay. But this process ofrestructuring a university and establishing a set
priorities won't be easy.
Melrose: What kind of time frame has
been set up for the restructuring? When
do you see this all coming together?
Gilley: Next July 1. By that time we hope
to have the university reorginized, the
budget balanced and a clear set ofpriorities that we can all understand-whether
we can all agree with them or not student facilities administration, whatnot.
Melrose: So is this reorganination going
to - do you think - include any administrative cuts or layoffs? Some people are
saying that yes, there are going to be
layoffs?
Gilley: Well, I expect to slim down the
administration through attrition, transfer, reassignments. We will do it in a way
to keep with a set of priorities.
Melrose: How are you going to set these

Tuesday, Oct. 1, 1991

I don't know if it [the deficit] was purposely covered up, but I think it's a
function of making promises in isolation.
• Dr. J . Wade GIiiey

priorities? What will you use to decide
who's getting cut and moved?
Gilley: I gave my priorities in my speech
to the faculty. Health safety and welfare

of Marshall University, the integrity of
the classroom, secondly, or really that's
two firsts. Then second, getting students
into the university, into class, protection
of university assets, and sound financial
management. There is a whole range of
other things that could be included as priorities but we have to take care ofthe first
two to complete the process.
Stowers: Do you plan to streamline programs any - maybe the programs that
are not putting out a large number of
undergraduate degrees?
Gilley: Well, I asked the graduate committee. I met with them this week, and we
are going to study graduate offerings as a
whole, and come up with some plan that
has a context, an understandable set of
priorities and a focus. Up to this time,
each graduate program has been evaluated by itself, every five years, independent ofthe university resources, independent ofthe univesity's priorities. The problem I see here is everything has been
taken into consideration without any
context, without any university prospective. And if you take everything in isolation, almost everything that has been
done can be justified. But when you look
at the big picture there is no focus, there
is no budget priority, and there is a deficit.
Melrose: What do you attribute those
things to? Some people are pointing figures at past presidents for carelessness or
losening up the reigns, so to speak. What
do you attribute this to? Mar shall has
been tight as far as money goes for a
while, but when came the realization that

sions. You take step one and ask youself
what the ramifications are in step two
and three.

Melrose: Which, in a way, brings us to
the Sveiety of Yeager Scholars. They're
President, Marshall University
worried and I think everyone else is
wanting to know, what's going to happen
to
them be receiving money, I underwe were in trouble?
stand they are not finanally stable right
now and they haven't been for a while.
Gilley: I think it hit everyone in August. How is this freeze and these budget cuts
When I arrived they had just made a going to effect the Yeager Scholars?
$600,000 across-the-board cut. There still
remained $800,000 deficit. I sat down
Well, I've asked for a review of
with Mr. (Herb) Karlett (vice president Gilley:
last year's data. Funds have been, again,
for finance) and reviewed the situation it
dispursed - a lot of funds have come out
clearly went back for four years - a of
presidential accounts. What we had
$200,000 problem had been covered up by here is the practice of the president holdthe reserves and manipulation - moving ing accounts like bags of candy. Giving
funds around. $400,000 was again small out a bar here, a bar of candy there. A
enough and there was still enough flexiReeses Cup there. And it's hard to keep
bility. Then it was $750,000, then it was
It's also difficult to know what a
1.5 million. It was a snownballing effect. track.
program's costing; what the implications
And so it was this year when there were are. Sometimes when you give out a bar of
no reserves, no escape hatches. It had to candy, somebody expects another bar next
be confronted this year.
year, and it's been difficult to get a handle
on the budget. Several accounts within
Stowers: So, was it purposely covered up the president's office funded partially
for the past four years?
through the money and academic affairs,
the money in the foundation. There's
Gilley: I don't know if it was purposely money in the foundation, there's money
covered up, but I think it's a function of in the MU Foundation for the foundation
making promises in isolation. This is a itself and the Yeager Scholars. What I've
great idea. This is a great idea This is a asked for is a complete review of the
great idea Without even looking at the program.
whole and looking three or four years
down the road. For example I'm very Melrose: When do you expect this?
concerned that we -g et tbe journalism
school accredited. This morning I had a Gilley: A review ofthe journalism school,
meeting with the vice president and the review of communications disorders, a
director of the school. I said I wanted a review ofthe business school, restructure
plan that assures me that the· School of the president's office-I've been pushing
Journalism is accredited and will remain the organization hard, on several fronts
so. There has been no plan. When you talk and I hope to have it on or before Oct. 18
about the journalism school, well we need when the Yeager Scholars board meets. I
more diversity in our faculty, in isolation. want to be perfectly honest with them.
But we need better equipment. And in I'm confident the Yeager Scholars progam
will continue, but, again, it's going to have
isolation we need to merge with broad- to be private money. There is money there,
casting. I want to know what step one is, privately, to run the Yeager Scholars
step two is, and step three is so we can program- and a pretty good one. But I
make decisions. In the past, no one has doubt there's enough money anywhere to
ever thought about step two. Well, let's run a program with a blank check. It's
just do step one and see if it helps us out. like I told my son, a sophomore at George
We need to do this so we know what our Mason, there are no blank checks Oaughs).
priorities are and make rational deci- Budget your money every month.
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Lee Maynard in his own write
fa writer's greatness were
determined by the number
of people he upset, Lee
Maynard's name would be
mentioned in the same
breath with Hemingway
and Faulkner.
"I don't know about the
test of greatness," .t he author of "Crum" said. "If they're still
bitching at you 20 years after your
death, then you were probably good.
The people in Crum will be kicking
my ass for eight generations."
It's been three years since Maynard
wrote his controversial book about
growing up in a small, southern West
Virginia town, and in those three
years, he's received a death threat, a
movie offer and mixed reactions from
readers.
"I didn't write the book to disturb
someone, and I didn't write it to make
them pacified. I just wrote the book.
Those people have a right to feel how
they want to feel," the greying,
bearded author said Friday while
visiting campus. "The reaction outside
of West Virginia has been very positive."
So positive, in fact, he's written a
screenplay, and a production company
is looking for locations to begin
filming sometime next summer.
"The whole film thing is a lark for
me. I'm just a journalist. I'm just a
writer."
He said that although he'd like to be
present during filming, he doesn't
want any control over the movie's
making.
"I'd love to be on the set because I
want to see what goes on," he said.
"But I don't want to presume to have
any say in it. Ifl choose to sell the
rights, it's like selling a car: Here, it's
yours. Paint it red if you want."
B1,1t painting it red doesn't necessarily change il
"That'll still be my book over on the
bookshelf. They haven't changed it at
all."
No matter what revisions are made
during filming, Maynard's first major
literary creation will remain the work
some call an Appalachian "Catcher in
the Rye" or a 1980s' "Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn."
"I was very surprised to hear that. I
was flattered as hell. One reviewer
called it a modern-day 'Huckleberry
Finn.' I like that better than the
'Catcher in the Rye' comparison,"
Maynard said. "Some read anger into
it. But I didn't mean it that way, and
I didn't set out to write a comparison."
What he did set out to do is what
he's tried to do most of his life write.
"Writing is really the thing, and
everything else is just to get back to
writing."
While trying to get back to that,
Maynard has done and been a lot of
things, from a military policeman and
president of an Arizona college to
chief executive officer of three compa-

While visiting Huntington on Friday as part of Alumni
Weekend, author Lee Maynard discussed his controversial
first novel, "Crum," his views on writing and life, his current work and what the future holds for the Wayne County
native. Story by Kevin D. Melrose, with photo and interviewing contributions by David L. Swint
nies and a free-lancer for a motorcycle
magazine.
"I love motorcycles," he smiled. "I've
written a collection of short stories I don't know how good they are - but
they all have motorcycles in them.
"'Rider' was a magazine for touring
bikers. I've never in my life had a
naked woman on the back of my
motorcycle ... not even in my garage.
I've al ways resented that."
While in the Army during the late
'50s and early '60s, Maynard was

--

stationed at a maximum security
military post in upstate New York
where, simply because of his height,
he was made a military policeman
and investigator.
"Magnum P.I. I was not," Maynard
laughed. "It got exciting now and
then. I did get shot at one time. I did
bleed, but it wasn't from the bullet.
The bullet kicked up gravel and ·
ripped open my shirt. It was just all
foolishness.
"We stored nuclear warhea ds there

-.
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and hauled them around the middle
of town on flatbed trucks. Nobody
knew what we were doing, and
nobody probably cared."
Although his time at the base is the
inspiration for the novel he currently
is working on, Maynard said he didn't
value the experience.
"I'm a poor kid from Wayne County
who hates to see anything wasted," he
said. "But the Army wasted me. I was
just a grunt, but grunts can do worthwhile things."
Years later he found someth ing
worthwhile - serving as president of
Prescott Institut e and Prescott
College in Arizona for three years.
"I enjoyed the bloody hell out of it ...
I've never worked so hard and got
paid so little for something that was
so rewarding."
Now, along with writing, Maynard
is involved in Sterling Publishing, a
mail-order catalog and a small merchant banking firm, all located in
Santa Fe, N.M.
.
"It doesn't amount to a hill of beans.
I will tum that all over tomorrow if I
can make a living being a writer."
Maynard now lives in Santa Fe,
where he continues to work and write,
but now he's learned to separate the
two.
"I quit bringing conventional work
home - that's the only place where
I'm able to write. I go and start
writing and see what happens," he
said. "I've gotten stuck on a short
story and thought I would never get
unstuck. I wrote three other short
stories while writing the one."
He's also had the chance to return
to his boyhood home after 30 years.
"I went back to Crum a couple of
years ago after the book came out," he
said. "I went back on a Sunday in my
father's car ... it had West Virginia
plates, so I was sort of incognito.
There's a little coffee shop across from
the church ... and there were two or
three guys who were obviously
regulars and who had no intentions of
going to church.
"I sat at the end of the counter and
drank coffee, and all this 'stuff kept
on coming back ... I noticed one guy
kept looking at me. I was a teen-ager
when I left Crum, and I didn't have a
beard or gray hair, so I didn't think
he could recognize me ... I paid for my
coffee and started to leave wh en he
asked, 'Are you Lee Maynard?' Here
he was David Varny, a neighbor who
was a couple of years older than me.
"We sat and talked for a couple of
hours ... he went to college and had
been a teacher. David had read the
book and thought it was hilarious."
And with that behind him, Maynard
just wants to continue what he's
always loved doing.
"I just want to write books," he said.
"If people enjoy them, that's what I
want. lfit make them mad, then
maybe that's second-best. I'm not an
investigator. I'm just a writer. That's
all I want t o be."
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By GARY LARSON
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Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity wil
have its annual spaghetti <inner
from noon to 6 p.m. Sunday. The
cost is $4. For more information,
call 696-9830.

Marshall Atheist Student Society will have their organizational
meeting today at 7 p.m. in Memorial
Student Cen .1r 2W22.

Accounting Club wiN meet at 4
p.m. Thursday in Corbly Hall 105.
Depar1ment of Affirmative Action
and Human Reeoun:es will present two training workshops 1his week
in the Alumni Lounge of Memorial
Student Center. Queen E. Foreman, director, will present •Basic
progressive dscipline" from 1 10 4
p.m. today. Representatives from
the state Public Employees Insurance Agency wiH present "What
youneedtoknowaboutyourhealth
insurance?· from 1 to 4:30 p.m.
Thursday.

In what was destined to be a short-lived spectacle, a
chicken, suspended by a balloon, floated through
the Samurai bar's doorway.

Omens (and their meanings)

Omicron Delta Epsilon, the economics honorary, will meet Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. in Corbly Hall
267. Membership, objectives,
speakers and activities will be dscussed. Prospective members must
have at least 12hours in economics
(includng classes this semester)
and a 3.0 G.P .A. For more information, call Nicholas Kontos at 6962606.

Student Development Center will

Americans still lack in three 'Rs,' official says
WASHINGTON (AP)-American children know only as much
in math, science and reading as
their parents did when they were
youngsters 20 years ago, and
that's "not nearly good enough
for the 1990s," Education Secretary Lamar Alexander said
Monday.
The education department said
that, regardless of age, pupils
lost ground in achievement levels in math, reading, writing and
science between the early 1970s
and 1980s. By 1990, they were
back at the same level as in the
1970s, it said.
"Our performance falls short of
the standards we need to meet to
compete effectively in the global
economy, said Colorado Gov. Roy

Romer, chairman ofthe National achievement trend lines are es- "Today's children seem to know
sentially flat over the past 20 about as much math and about
Education Goals Panel.
The education department and years. What was good enough 20 as much science and read about
Romer's panel released a series years ago is not good enough any as well as their parents did at
that age about 20 years ago," he
of reports that painted a bleak more."
overall picture of academic
Alexander said achievement said. "What we did in 1970 is not
levels should have gone up dur- nearly good enough for the 1990s.
achievement nationwide.
It's a shocking gap."
The new reports did show, ing the two decades.
however, that the gap in achievement levels between whites and
minority groups decreased. But
it also showed that white chil- To tire men a11d women of courage whose voice and actions ensured
dren still outperform black and justice a11d fairness for me, a salute. Ladies and Gentlemen, foremost
Hispanic youths at all age levels I thank you:
·
and in all subjects.
"It's good that we're on an
Madame Doctor Elaine Baker
upward trend, but I don't think
Doctor Woodrow Berry
this is the time to relax," said
Madame Kathryn Chezil_c
Diane Ravitch, assistant secreMadame Terrell Childers
tary of education for educational
Madame Doctor Rainey Duke
research and improvement. "The
Doctor Robert Edmunds
Doctor Lee Erickson
Madame Queen Foreman
' '1!11!1!!!!1!!!1!1!1!1!!1!!!1!1!1!1!!~Doctor John Hubbard
Doctor Steve La/1oda
Doctor Robert Sawrey
Doctor Dayal Singh
Doctor David Walker
(plus, all thou who might wisli to nmaln anonymous)

for restoring my faith in the < Spirit of America> by helping me to
stand up against odds and winning.

iw,
7

extra 2 sessions for every friend you bring
who buys l O sessions.

1{:

The dispatch with which, and unequivocal manner in which, President
J Wade Gilley has handled my 1989 appeal gives me hope that my
1990 case (as well as issues emerging from or associated with these
cases) will now be handled not only more speedily but also fairly .
Youn: Jamil Chaudri, Tenured Associate Professor in the Department
of Computer Science, in the College of Science.

present a designated driver program, a seminar ol their Concern
Series in the Substance Abuse
Programs at 2:30 p,m. today in
MemorialStudentCenler2W22. For ·
more information, call 696-3315.

Hair Wizards

"We'll Make a
Difference In
Your Life"
Cuts:
Men's

Perms
Start At:

$8.00

$39.00

Women's

Inc. cut

$12.00

522-7812
2557 3rd Ave.
Next to Highlawn
Pharmacy
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Students set own pace in
community college course
By Lakara Webb

Reporter-------Imagine a class in which the
student chooses when to attend
and what kind of work to do.
That's what you'll. find in REA
148-a learning center class offered through the Community
and Technical College.
"You select where you feel
you're weak," said Pattie Walker,
director of the learning center.
'There's nothing every student
has to do. The time is the only
requiremenL"
In the independent study program students decide how fast
they go through the material.
'They can spend as long as they
need to until they get it," said
Cheryl H. Bradford, learning
center instructor.
Students choose from study
programs that cover such basic
skill areas as English, study
skills, math and standardized
test preparation, such as the

ACT.
"A lot of our students take the
study skills," Bradford said;
'They learn how to take notes,
listen in class and read for what

they need."
Students who have used the
center's resources say it does
make a difference.
"It's greatly enhanced my GPA
in math. As opposed to making
Cs and Bs, I make about 90 percent A's," said David A Samples,
Ona senior.
Walker said the credit/no credit
course is only a supplementary
class.
"We are not a tutoring service
or a study hall," she said.
Instruction is provided through
computers, videos, films, cassettes and workbooks.
"It's a state of the art facility,"
said Dr. F. David Wilkin, dean of
the community and technical
college. "We have been very fortunate to secure federal funds to
develop the equipment and
materials."
Wilkin said the learning center is supported from federal
funds specifically for community
and technical programs. Space
is limited for non-community
college students.
"Our purpose is to serve the
community college students,•
Walker said.

Why settle for apa!fy
when you can have aball.
The 6" Meatball Sub Only

St.69

20SS 5th Ave. 522-2345
2Call ahead for your order and pick it up from our convenient
drive-up window.

Medical school's graduates
return to rural communities
By Jeff Parsons

community," Elkins said. "You be seen regardless of whether

Deciding to follow in the steps
ofhis role model,.medical school
graduate Greg Elkins returned
to his h~metown of Hamlin to
practice.
Elkins said his role model in
medicine is Dr. Robert Walker, a
practicing physiciari with the
Lincoln Primary Care· C_enter,
whom he met while growing up
in Hamlin.
Elkins, a 1988 graduate of the
School of Medicine, said choosing a role model for a medical
career is something that ·h as
become more common the last
fewyears. ·
"One of the things you're seeing in medical education now is
going back to a role model," he
said.
"I enjoy being a member of this

community and involved in the
events in a community like this
than in a more urban setting.!'
While he said more medical
students may be choosing to
practice in rural areas, Elkins
said there "has always been a
emphasis on rural health care.
. 'The real goal of medical
schools like Marshall when they
were established was to educate
people to work in rural Applachia," Elkins said.
Though he enjoys practicing in
a rural community, Elkins said
there also are problems.
"In our particular area, the
biggest problem is with transportation and with people being
isolated from medical care," Elkins said.
'Th" Lincoln Primary Care
Center sees people who need to

Reporter-------- can be much more aware of the they can pay," he said.
"So we have sort of eliminated
the problem for us that other
rural areas may have," he said.
Dr. Stephen Smith, another
medical school graduate, said to
attract medical graduates to
rural areas "you have to make
the area attractive ... whether
it's working with the people or
the community itself."
Improved transportation is the
key to making health care more
available to rural residents,
Smith, an internal medicine doctor in Hurricane, said.
"Good roads are the best thing
for rural health care," he said.
Both Elkins and Smith said
they don't plan to be lured away
from the communities where they
are currently practicing.
"I don't ever envision being
anywhere else," Elkins said.

Parent's weekend to start without kickoff
Foot.ball will take a back seat to
academics this year at the eighth
annual parent's weekend.
'This is the first year the parents' weekend is not planned
around a football game," Dr. Nell
C. Bailey, vice president of student affairs said.
"This time will be spent look-

ing at the academic areas of the
university."
Parents·will get the opportunity to attend sessions concerning issues that will affect the
education of their children.
"Concerns of parents will be addressed in these sessions and
will give them an opportunity to

ask questions," Bailey said.
The weekend's activities will
begin Friday night with a reception at the home ofMarshall University President, Dr. J . Wade
Gilley.
Student~ can pay the $20 per
person charge for all activities at
the Office of Student Affairs.
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HEADCANDY
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1Black Cat Bone (from Lexington KY.) with Electric Lullaby (from Huntington)
I
October lo
•
I
House Levelers (from New Orleans}
I
October 17
I
Right As Rain (from Atlanta)
I
October l 8 ·
:
Southern Culture On The Skids (from Chapel Hill)
1
October 19
I
Monks Of Doom (4 ex-members of Camper Van Beethoven)
I
with Hierynomous Firebrain (ex-members of Camper Van Beethoven)
I
October 26
I
Dirt (from Atlanta)
:
.
October 31 Halloween!
\
.
Fools Holiday (from Norfolk)•
·
_)
'------ -------
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Moon, Nelson
attempt to bring
title game to city
By Alan P. Pittman

Sports Editor_ _ _ _ __ __ _

Phclo by Jim LeFew

Ricardo Clari< stretches to catch a pass during The Herd's 46-0 victory over Brown Saturday at Marshall University Stadium.

Herd focuses on Furman
By Alan P. Pittman

Sports Editor- -, - - - - - - - - Minutes aft.er beating Brown 46-0 Saturday, the football team huddled ~n the
end zone, listened to coach Jim Donnan's
post game talk, then shouted "Furman"
before going home.
·
"Furman is on our mind," said Donnan.
The next time The Herd plays at home
(Nov. 2) fans should have a good indication whether Marshall will have a successful season.
After an open date next weekend, the
football team will face a crucial road trip
that could have serious ramifications on
The Herd's chances in the Southern
Conference race and Division I-AA playoffs.
In two w·e eks Marshall wi11 face rival
Furman, undefeated and ranked third in
I-AA.
.
Next The Herd wi11 travel 'to Raleigh to
take on Donnan's alma mate~ North
Carolina Sta~.
Donnan said The Wolfpack is No. 1 in
the nation in scoring defense and if it
knocks off Georgia Tech next Saturday,
N.C. State could be ranked as high as 12

in Division I.
Fina11y, The Herd will end its road trip
at UT-Chattanooga, which won last year's
meeting at Fairfield.
Donnan said he isn't totally pleased
with being 3-1 at this point of the season.
"We didn't play good enough to win that
first game (Appalachian State)," Donnan
said. "I'm pleased about the fact that
we've been able to develop some depth."
Losing to Appalachian State means The
Herd must win every conference game to
have a shot at winning the conference,
Donnan said.
"Appalachian State is off to such a good
start," he said. "But Furman is the team
to beat."
Donnan said he would be happy to be 52 aft.er the road trip.
"We have to beat Furman and UTChattanooga," he said. "But we're sti11
going to give it everything we've got
against (North Carolina) State."
However, Donnan's immediate concern
is just Furman.
"It's not in our minds about losing or
winning all three road games," he said.
"Our team developed good road character at the end oflast season."

HUNTINGTON'S SPORTS BAR
1452 4TH AVE. • 525-8177

. MickefKwiatkowski's announcement

that hisJeam:played weu sJill should .

. ::C0measas~.I9TT19~tpeop1e: _+ ·,l-:.,

,t ieilll:'
. weren;tin,timidated~r:ifiettjdrl'tquit/.
,Kwiatkowski ·c1te<fthe pray ot )Vlde

•/it\(:::;:
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Have been and wll be In business. but
possibly In a new location In the nea futue.

Athletic Director Lee Moon met with
Huntington Mayor Bobby Nelson Monday to discuss how to lure the NCAA
Division 1-AAfootbaH championship game
to Huntington.
Georgia Southern has been the host for
the title match the past two years in
Statesboro and Savannah, Ga.
However, the three-year contract expires with those cities after this year's
game.
Georgia Southern's bid is $180,000 per
year for the current contract, according to
Moon.
Moon said before his meeting that he
and Nelson would discuss how to finance
the bid, which is to be presented to Dennis
Poppe, NCAA director of championships,
by Dec. 1.
The bid would include a package containing information about the the quality
of the stadium, and Huntington hotels
and entertainment.
Moon said corporate sponsorship would
be a major financial source.
However, he said he wouldn't talk
specific numbers because it's too early in
the process.
The title game has been successful in .
Statesboro/Savannah, Ga, primarily because Georgia Southern has been a participant and won both years.
Georgia Southern is looking to get another three-year contract.
Moon said a committee headed by Poppe
will meet Dec. 19 in southern Georgia
with groups interested in bidding for the ·
game.
After reviewing the proposals, the committee will forward its recommendation
to the NCAA executive committee, which
meets in February.
Moon said four big factors in Marshall's
favor are the stadium, ability to broadcast nationally, proximity to other Division I-AA schools and the quality of its
footba1l program.
"Our stadium is the best Division I-AA
stadium in the nation," Moon said. "I
think footba1l fans in Huntington would
support it.
"It's a great opportunity for the community and the university to work together
in harmony. I don't see a negative aspect."

Soccer team wins;
Volleyball takes two

Photo by Jim LeF..,

The volleyball team battles Liberty during a match Sunday. The Herd placed second in Marshall's Fall Classic.

,-----

CONTEST

1

I

WINNERS

Beat The Parthenon.editors'
football picks

Owvu

•
•
•
•
•
I
I

East. Ky.
Florida St.
Georgia
Kentucky
N.C. State

•
•

Virginia Tech

Ga.South.

Osyracuse

•
D
•

c1e,:nson
Mississippi
Ga. Tech

•
•
•

Ohio St.

Iowa

Chicago

Octeveland

DwlSCOOsin

D
D
D

Michigan
Washington
N.Y. Jets

Ocincinnati Oseattle

•

Houston

Ooenver

•Ptease mail or bring entries to Smith Hall 311 by 5 p.m. Thursday.
•The edtor's picks will appear in Friday's edtion.
•Names of winners will be published In The Parthenon on Tuesday.
•Those who choose more winners than the editors win.
•Those who choose the most correct will be placed in a hat. One name
will be drawn as the winner of the sweatshirt, and one wHI be drawn for
the six-foot party sub.
one entry per person, please.
•

I Name:

#

I

L---------------------~

Twenty-six of the 76 entries
won. The editors went 7-4.
Ten correct (winn~r of the
Marshall sweatshirt) - Steve
Edwards.
Nine correct - Greg Martin,
Tracy Black, John M., Patrick
Mirandy, Keith Darden,JohnRybak.
Eight correct- Greg Godbey,
Kent Price, James Higginbotham, Dana Chapman, Woody
Woodrum, Daryll Baner, Todd
Smith, Andrea L. Montgomery,
·Fred McLain, Craig Meadows,
Shawn Gullett, Jamie Barton,
Chet Land.is, Mark Reed, Jeff
Deardorff, Robert Wise, Teresa
Sanders, Chris Bailey, Mike
Moellendick.
Prizes for this week's contest:
First place - Marshall sweatshirt, courtesy ofMarshall University book store. Second
place - Six foot party sub
from Subway.

The soccer team continued tts
winning ways Sunday with a 3-1
victory over VMI to remain undefeated in the Southern Conference.
The Herd trailed 1-0 at halftime
but scored early in the second
half on a free kick by Greg Gelting.
Marshall then took the lead
on a shot by Kurt Mueller with
an assist from Brian Ragone.
Tino Lore finished the scoring
with an assist from Mike Yeatts.
The win improves the Herd to 20 in the conference and 4-2-1
overall.
·
"They were very strong in the
first half," said soccer coach John
Gibson.
"They played really good soccer and that surprised us. They
have taken a big step forward
from last year."

Marshall begins a five game GOVERNMENT HOMES from $1 . (U

road trip Wednesday at Pitts• Repair.) Delinquent tax property. Reposburgh and returns home Oct. 14 sessions. Your area 1-:805-962-8000, E.
against James Madison.

GH-10783 for current repo list.
SUZUKI GS550 E Motorcycle. Many
.
- 7.

PARTIALLY FURNISHED, three bedroom house with one bathroom, IOOlished
kitchen, washer & dl-yer, central heating
and $450 per month, damage deposit
1 Blockfrom Bus Lile. 523-9672. Aft. 6pm
NEED ROOMMATE lo share extra nice
apt Private bed and bath, Utilities paid.
Only 200 per month each. 522-0477.
NEED ROOMMATEto share 2 BDRM
Apt. next toMU., $190/Monlh.522-8461
ON CAMPUS PARKING · $22./Month
Covered parking - $30JMonlh 522-8461

ar.

r

NEED EXTRA INCOME
Ill. . FOR1991?

"

Earn$500· $1000weel<lyllulrongerMlcpes. fo,-dellill

. Rush $1.00wilh SASE to:
'II.

OIHGfouplnc.

10191.11.Sherwood• Orlando,FL32818

_.

UISI $500... $1000...$1500

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIP +clsR!

FOOLPROOF
FUNDUISING
For your fraternity, sorority, team or
other campus organization.
Absolutely no investment required!
CALL 1-800-950-8472, ext. 50

-----------------------~
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

:we Accept PE~
4th Av•. I 12th St.

OPEN Tuesday thru Friday 10 • 7
Saturday l O • 5

525-4811
AppolnfmfHIII Apprttelalfldt

Acceulbl• lo wlMH,lchalrs.

H A I f3 C U T_S . . , ,

Men's $ 7.00

Women's $10.00

I
I

----------_ _-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_-:_:_:_:_====~

l

Free bottle of Tylenol
with coupon

l

I
I

l
l

~~~~:~:~~;;;;o;;;;~i~e;;;;$;;;;1o;i;;.oo;;;;;;;;.====~-~-:_~_; ; ;~i_e_s_12_.oo===;;;;;:.i ~~~ ~~N~~.!_h~~~!~!=~_!!·!'~~!°_P~mJ
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The volleyball team went 2-1
to claim second place in this
weekend's Marshall Fall Classic.
The Lady Herd lost Friday to
eventual champion Indiana St.
Saturday, the Lady Herd defeated Robert Morr~-0 before
edging Liberty in five games to
clinch second place.
In the final match, the Lady
Herd, 5-10, was paced by Kellie
Hicks with 24 kills and Bridget
Repsher with a career high 18
· kills.
Jane Mitchell and Gina Yeley
were named to the all-tournament team.

Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas! Sell Trips
on campus ands earn free trip + bonus
cash! Four Seasons 1-800-331-3136
FREE TRAVEL, CASH, AND EXCEL·
LENT BUSINESS EXPERIENCE!!
Openings available for individuals or
student organizations to promote the
country's most sucessful SPRING
BREAK tours. Call Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013.
TRAVEL SALES REPRESENTATIVE.
STS, the leader in collegiate travel needs
motivated individuals and groups to promote Winter/Spring Break trips. For more
information call Sludent Travel Services,
Ithaca, NY al 1-800-648-4849.
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS To
students or student organizations promoting our Spring Break Packages. Good
Pav and Fun. Call CMI 1-800-423 5264.
ADDRESSERS WANTED immediately!
No experience necessary. Process FHA
mortgage refunds. Work at home. Call 1405 321-3064.
FAST FUNDRAISEFIS $1000 in 1week
Greeks.Clubs, and Motivated Individuals.
No lnvesbnent. (800) 748 • 6817.
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Arts &
ENTERTAINMENT

I.

•CONCERTS• _·•

2
-

>I

.-,

\

~)

Montclalre String
Quartet at 8 p.m. in
Smith Recital Hall. For
more information call
696-3117.

Ed Bingham,
saxophone.faculty
recital, Department
of Music, at 8 p.m.
in Smith Recital
Hall. For more information call
696-3117.

14

'

,

• '

•

I

.''

20

Dr. Donald Williams, clarinet,
faculty recital,
Department of
Music, at 8 p.m.
in Smith Recital Hall. For more
information call 696-3117.

·:·\ \
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.
t
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\

•

f. ' . ·i•,
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~
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23

Marshall University Flute Ensemble, Dr.
Wendell Dobbs,
director. 8 p.m.
Smith Recital Hall. For more
information call 696-3117.

Alpha-Omega
Chamber Choir
of St. Petersburg, Russia. 8
.
p.m. St. John's
Episcopal Church, Huntington. Co-sponsored by Department of Music. Watch for
notices and ticket information.
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23

·
4
2

Chamber music
with Ted Heger
and Friends. Department of
Music. 8 p.m.
Smith Recital Hall. For more
information call 696-3117.

"Nightmare on
Hal Greer II"
presented by the
Department of
Music faculty. 8
p:m. Smith Recital Hall. For
more information call 6963117.

31

Bryant Holaenbeck exhibits
Fiber Sculpture through Oct.

· 1o at Birke Alt Gallery.

5
-

Through Nov. 17, Leonardo. Children's
Museum. Leonardo
Event Day, Oct. 5
10 a.m.-4 p.m. at

Sunrise Museum in Charleston.

12

Japanese
Posters from
1945-1989.
Through Oct. 30
at Birke Art

Gallery.
Through Dec. 15
· at Su~rise Museum m
Charleston,
Lasting Impressions: Drawings by Thomas
Hart Benton.

12

"The Sword and the
Stone" at 9 :30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m.
Through Oct. 3 at the
Paramount Arts
Center, Ashland, Ky.

1

Kanawha Players
present "Glrl -Crazy."
at 8 p.m. Civic Center
Little Theatre, Charleston. For more information call 345-7469.

4

"Red Sorghum"
(China) foreign film.
Marshall Artists Series. ·
3 p.m. Keith-Albee
Theatre. For more
information call 696-6656.

6

"Fire and Ice", music
and dramatic portrayal
of Clara Schumann
and Tersea Carreno by
Kathleen Roach.
Marshall Artists Series. 8 p.m.
Smith Recital Hall. For more
information call 696-6656.

9

Through Oct. 13,
Marshall University
Theatre presents "carnival" directed by
Elaine Adams Novak. 8
p.m. Wed.-Fri. Old Main
Theatre. For more information
call 696- ARTS.

9

10

National
Shakespeare
Company performs "Macbeth"
at 10:30 a.m.
Keith-Albee Theatre. Marshall
Artists Series. For more
information call 696-6656.

~RTSERVE/G.ALLERY ;_
·i·THREE, 922 Fourth Av~{; •_
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